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Environmental Liability and 

CGL Insurance
• “Owner or operator” status under CERCLA

• Joint and several, strict liability for historical pollution

• Phase 1 and Phase 2 Environmental Site Assessments

• Ports’ CGL policies are assets 

• CGL insurance policies will pay for the insured’s legal 

liability arising from damage to the property of others

• Many port districts and local governments were 

historically insured under CGL liability insurance 

policies
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Typical Insurance Coverage

• Comprehensive General Liability (CGL) policies

• Insureds paid premiums and relied on coverage

• Pollution Exclusion added in 1986
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Insurance Claim Basics

• Identify an insurable interest

– Third party property damage liability

• Groundwater, sediments, neighboring property

• Locate your insurance policies

– Lost policy regulations are valuable tool

– Can use cancelled checks, correspondence, 

insurance reports, binders, declaration from broker

• Should consider tenants and co-PLPs insurance--can 

take an assignment



Port Group Insurance Programs

• Northwest Marine Terminal Association

– Could not get limits in domestic market

– Could not get individual coverage in London 

– Grouped together to place in London

– One policy issued to group, certificates issued to 

each member port

• Other associations

– California

– Gulf states
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Making an Insurance Claim

• This is as much about making a record as it is about giving 

notice

• Give notice to all carriers as early as possible

– Duty to defend is not triggered until notice is given

– Late notice can bar coverage and/or recovery of attorney fees under 

certain circumstances

– Urge co-PLPs to also give notice as early as possible

• Provide the insurer with requested information

– Obligation to cooperate with insurer’s investigation

– Making the record



Making an Insurance Claim Cont’d.

• Don’t take no for an answer

– Most insurance carriers will resist environmental claims

– Many claims adjusters are located in northeastern states that 

are not plaintiff friendly 

– Consult your coverage counsel

• If you must litigate to establish coverage,

– You can seek attorney fees and costs in many states

– Consider making a presentation with your consultants and 

lawyer



Making an Insurance Claim Cont’d.

• The time is now for historical policy claims 

• Law is becoming tougher on insureds in some states

• Evidence and witnesses are getting harder to find

• Some domestic insurers going out of business

• London Companies using English solvent and 

insolvent schemes of arrangement

• Lloyd’s/Equitas/NICO Reinsurance and Resolute

– Resolute strategy:  Delay claims as long as possible without 

triggering a coverage suit until claims no longer viable

– Possible Scheme for Equitas?



Useful strategies
• Notice early – Defense benefits, eliminates a significant 

defense 

• These claims have a shelf life (changing law, aging evidence 

and English Schemes and US Bankruptcy)

• OIC cutoff dates looming ahead

• Can lose these opportunities if not use them 



Important Points to Remember

• Historical CGL insurance policies are assets today 

• Don’t take no for an answer when seeking coverage for 
environmental claims

• Coverage may be available even if the insured’s nexus to the 
property does not arise until after the insured’s policy expires

• Many of the insurers who wrote the historical insurance policies 
are still around and paying claims.  It is worth it to pursue 
legitimate claims

• Don’t forget about your tenants’ or other co-PLPs’ insurance 
coverage
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